
VUR 18MA and VUR 14MA Instructions
The VUR 18MA and VUR 14MA represent the next generation of 
ergonomic solutions from Vu Ryte. Born from the request of our 
clients, the world famous Vu Ryte easels now adapt  and attach to 
virtually any monitor arm for increased document support, flexibility 
and ergonomic positioning.

The VUR 18MA (18 inched wide) and VUR 14MA (14 inches wide) 
will attach to any monitor arm that has the VESA 100mm x 100mm 
mount bracket. In addition, due to the light weight of the Vu 
Ryte easels, the monitor arm should not have minimum weight 
requirements.

Installation is very simple. Insert 
the included screws through the 
front of the easel and tighten from 
the backside of the monitor arm 
bracket with the enclosed nuts*.

You have a removable Clip**. If you 
desire to remove it, simply “roll” 
the clip forward until it pops off. 
Please know that once removed, 
the clip may not be reapplied.

You also have a Line Guide. The 
Line Gide Slide piece is already 
inserted on the left side of the 
easel. It should slide up and 
down easily. Simply place the 
Tracer slot over the Slide and 
press down and adjust to your 
comfort. Should you desire 
to remove the Line Guide, 
lift Tracer off the Slide and 
“pop” off the Slide by pressing 
outward or to the left.

Vu Ryte, Inc. expressly disclaims the warranty of merchantability, as described in Business and Commerce Code 
2.314, and the warranty of fitness for a particular purpose, as described in Business and Commerce Code 2.315, 
and the buyer/user of the product expressly disclaims that it has contracted for of received any warranty of 
fitness for a particular purpose with respect to the product. THE PRODUCT SOLD UNDER THIS AGREEMENT IS 
SOLD ON “AS IS” AND “WITH ALL FAULTS” BASIS.

HELP is just a call or click away! 800-678-2829 or help@vu-ryte.com
www.vu-ryte.com • Vu Ryte Inc., • Tyler, Texas USA 75701. -Patents Pending
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* Do not overtighten as overtightening could crack easel.    ** The clip will move side to side.


